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Introduction 

Taking its mission of disseminating holistic health and the ancient science of Ayurveda to the masses for 

happy and healthy lives a step further, PEOPLES’ FOUNDATION, on 18th January 2022, organized a MEGA 

HEALTH CAMP cum FREE MEDICINE DISTRIBUTION for the inmates and security personnel of Tihar jail 

CJO4 at New Delhi. This camp named “Health in your hands” with focus on awareness generation, behavior 

change, early detection and treatment of common lifestyle disorders of Hypertension, Diabetes, Anxiety, 

Metabolic Disorder and Stress Management was led by reputed Doctors, Researchers, Pharmacists of 

esteemed All India institute of Ayurveda (AIIA), Ministry of AYUSH and managed and facilitated jointly by 

the jail administration of CJ04 and Peoples’ Foundation. 

 

Aims and objective 

The core aim of the Camp was to investigate and assess the common disease burden of jail inmates and 

security personnel through examination and counseling. For this day long camp, approximately 200 patients 

were selected, examined and prescribed medicines. They got free medicines for 30 to 40 days period from 

the pharmacist of AIIA present there. The medicines distributed belonged to IMPCL, a reputed Government 

medicine manufacturing company.  The patients were advised to keep prescription so that after 45 days it 

could be reviewed by the visiting team of AIIA. 



 

 



 

Format 

For treating such a large number of patients, the senior doctors of AIIA formed four teams having two junior 

doctors and one senior professor completing the exercise in two shifts. Four pharmacists distributed the 

medicines in a queue. These 4 teams investigated patients in accordance with principles of Ayurveda. 

Inauguration 

The health camp was inaugurated jointly by Mr. Praveen Kumar Arya, Dy. Supt. Jail no 04, V N Jha, 

President, Peoples’ Foundation, Professor Mahesh Vyas, Dean, AIIA, Professor Doctor P K Prajapati, Doctor 

Rajgopala, MS, AIIA and Dr. Bhargava Bhide. 

They cut the ribbon and the guests were welcomed by Mr. Arya to the Dias for a brief inaugural ceremony 

and address by doctors for the assembled large number inmates and security Personnels. A message from 

AIG Sh. Mukesh Prasad was read out. 

Welcoming the doctors and presenting bouquets to V N Jha and others, Dy Supt. Praveen Arya thanked the 

team AIIA and Peoples’ Foundation for making this Philanthropic act possible. He said it was going to be a 

milestone in the history of Tihar jail and welfare of prisoners. 

V N Jha, President of Peoples’ Foundation, while thanking Tihar jail administration and team AIIA, said that 

His foundation was determined to carry the message of Ayurveda and holistic health to the last person in 

society for a happy and healthy lives. 

 



 

 



Professor Mahesh Vyas, while thanking the jail administration and Peoples’ Foundation talked of treating 

poor and deprived people in accordance with principles of Ayurveda. Professor P K Prajapati talked about 

ancient Science of Ayurveda and said it was related to our tradition, homes and ecosystem. He advised the 

inmates to remain disciplined and calm. 

The jail administration provided an opportunity to team AIIA and team Peoples’ Foundation to look at the arts, 

painting and sculptures created by the jail inmates in the Tihar school of arts. 

 

Investigation and Free Medicine Distribution 

Nearly 200 inmates and some administrative staff also were examined thoroughly. They displayed 

excitement and happiness and the whole process was conducted in two shifts in a much disciplined, orderly 

manner by the jail staff. In all, 52 medicines manufactured by IMPCL were distributed as per prescription 

by the pharmacists in the large volume. 

Giloy Plantation Ceremony 

As a part of “MISSION GILOY” at India’s Amrit Mahotsav, The Team AIIA got a Plantation done in the green 

area of Jail No-4 during the recess by Jail Supt. Shri Rajkumar, Prof. Prajapati, V N Jha, Rajgopala and Rajiv 

Kumar, Gen. Secretary of People’s Foundation. In all, around 10 Plants of magical Giloy supplied by AIIA 

were planted and watered. 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

Press and Publicity 

Since no media was allowed inside the Jail as per Jail SOP, it was decided to make a Press Release and 

use the Photographs of the Program shot by jail photographer for publication and coverage in different 

newspapers. Accordingly, we implemented it and an excellent coverage can be seen in Different Hindi, 

English newspapers and various social media sites. Newspapers such as The Pioneer, Virat Vaibhav, 

Impressive Times, the Asian Age, Gujarat Vaibhav, Sarkaritel.com, etc. did cover the event. 

 

 



 

 

     



 

Closing Ceremony 

After Day long Hard and Sturdy Schedule for The Doctors, Researchers, Pharmacists, Jail Staff and the team 

Peoples’ Foundation, the time came for Expressing thanks and rewarding people involved in this onerous 

Humanitarian Task. Sh. Rajkumar Superintendent of CJO4 & Praveen Kumar, Dy Superintendent proposed 

Vote of Thanks and praised the Team AIIA and Team Peoples’ Foundation for success of this mega Health 

camp. They also presented mementos and some Made-in-Tihar Products to all participants. The opening 

and closing ceremony was nicely conducted and anchored by Rajiv Kumar, Gen. Secy, Peoples’ Foundation. 

Our volunteers and coordinators namely Amrit Singh and Alok Shrivastava immensely contributed to the 

success of the event. 

 



 

 

 

 

Thanks 


